
 

 
 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) 
 
1.  Where do you meet? 
 Corpus Christi Catholic Church in the Parish Hall 
 
2.  Do parents have to stay? 
 Parents do not need to stay at the meetings.  However, every parent is asked 
to fill out a pledge indicating how they can serve the troop.  Everyone is expected to 
be involved!! 
 
3.  What day/time do you meet? 
 We meet on the first, third, and fifth (if there is one) Thursday of the month 
(end of August-May)/ 6:15 p.m.-7:45 p.m. 
 
4.  How much does it cost to become a member? 
 The National Registration Fee is $26 annually ($60 sister cap for 3 or more 
girls in one family).  Our troop also collects dues of $10/girl/semester. 
 
5.  What other expenses are there? 
 Handbooks ($18)-this is a onetime purchase until updated 
 Uniforms ($14-$26)-cost depends on the level  
 
6.  What are the unit levels and grades they represent? 
 Pathfinder:  Kindergarten- must be 5 by October 31st 
 Tenderheart:  1st-3rd grade 
 Explorer:  4th-6th grade 
 Pioneer:  7th-8th grade 
 Patriot:  9th-12th grade 
 
7.  Do you all meet at the same place and time? 
 Yes, this makes it nice for families with girls in different levels. 
 
8.  What uniform items do I need to buy? 
 Pathfinder-T-shirt and beads 
 Tenderheart-red vest with navy scarf 
 Explorer-blue vest with red scarf 
 Pioneer/Patriot-blue sash 



 AHG Inc. sells official polos and skorts, but at this time they are not 
required.  You can find them on sale at local stores in the fall with school uniform 
sales. 
 
9.  How do I order the uniform? 
 After registration is completed, you can order your uniform through our troop 
treasurer. 
 
10. Can siblings share a handbook?    

If sisters are part of the same unit, they may share!  However, it is easier to 
keep track of badge work if each girl has her own handbook.  They are used 
during the meetings. 


